
Do You Know

What the New

Future Expects

From You?

The new future will be like learning how to walk again for

many of us. And it is no easy task. Some of us will take

longer than others. But we will learn how to walk again.

But there is also a probability that some of us will not

learn how to walk again — and that’s not good news.

There is no reason to doubt oneself. After all, we are

where we are now, not only because we overcame our

struggles to learn how to walk, but because we also

helped each other to progress. We held each other’s

hands, we supported each other when needed, we

encouraged the ones who did not believe in themselves.

We shared. We cherished. We celebrated. And we worked

hard to get to where we are.

Although this time is different, we should not lose hope. If

we lose hope, then it will be very hard to think, to be

creative, to be innovative, and to find the way forward. If

we don’t see the path forward, it will be very hard to

survive. If we cannot survive, we will perish. Forever.

It is now that moment to stop and pause. Take a deep

breath. Let go of the past, but understand what the past

has brought you. Feel the present but also understand it.

Everything will be alright the moment we let go. And when

we let go, new possibilities will form right in front of us.

Another hope. Another path. Just for you. Just for every

one of us.

But we should never ever forget, hope without believing in

oneself is like a car without wheels. You can neither go

forward nor backwards. You stay in the same place forever.

Frustrated. Demotivated. Confused. Kept in the dark.

Fearful simply because you cannot move.

That’s not what the new future demands of us if we are to

progress and survive. It is the opposite. The new future

requires us to be more resourceful, energetic, motivated,

creative, and innovative in ways we have never been

before.The new future requires us to be much more than

what we were. 

The new future requires us to be multi-talented, hyper-

creative, and marvelous learners.And the best part of it is

that it all starts with you. 

What’s your choice?
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